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SPECIFICATIONS

 PUMPER TANKER DRY-SIDE TANKER ELLIPTICAL TANKER 

CHASSIS CHOICES All Pierce custom- All Pierce custom- All Pierce custom-

 
most commercial most commercial most commercial

PUMP RANGE Waterous, Hale or Waterous, Hale or Waterous, Hale or 
 Darley Midship Darley Midship Darley Midship 
 (500-2250 gpm) (500-2250 gpm) (500-2250 gpm) 
 PTO (250-1250gpm) PTO (250-1250gpm) PTO (250-1250gpm)

UPPER BODY 12” 12” N/A 
COMPARTMENT 
DEPTH

LOWER COMP. DEPTH 26” 25.88” 25.88”

BODY WIDTH 96” 98” 98”

TANK SIZES 2,000-3,000 gallons 1,250-4,000 gallons 1,500-4,000 gallons 

COMPARTMENT 
WEIGHT RATINGS 500 lb. 500 lb. 500 lb.

BODY WARRANTY* 10 year 10 year 10 year

PAINT WARRANTY* up to 12 years up to 12 years up to 12 years

* See your Pierce representative for warranty details.

• Quantum®

• Velocity™

• Impel™

• Arrow XT™

• Saber®

Support That Makes A Statement. 

Call your Pierce representative or go to www.piercemfg.com to learn more about Pierce® Tankers.          

We’re ready to help you take your chassis capabilities to a whole new level of performance. 

(7,570-11,356 liters) (4,731-15,141 liters) (5,678-12,141 liters)

Perform. Like No Other.sm



By providing the right product for the right application and following that up 

with superior customer service, Pierce has become the number one custom 

fire apparatus manufacturer in the world. When budgets demand that a rig 

performs for years to come, make sure you demand a Pierce. With over 140  

on-staff engineers, Pierce puts a premium on quality craftsmanship when 

designing, engineering and building its tankers. Take a walk-around.  

What you’ll see is impeccable attention to detail, and you’ll quickly notice  

how well it’s built. No matter your application, you can be sure that you’re 

purchasing the right product and the best tanker when you purchase a Pierce.

Don’t just buy a tanker, buy a Pierce.

Because every tanker is a Pierce, you can be assured you’re buying the best.  

We build tankers in three different styles:

 • Pumper Tanker 

 • Dry-Side

 • Elliptical 

Every Pierce Water Tank is manufactured using a polypropylene tank construction 

of the best quality. It resists all elements thrown at it, including time, and is 

backed by a lifetime warranty.

RUBBER ISOLATORS FOR SHOCK ABSORPTION.

Rubber isolators provide enough stability and flexibility      

to absorb shock and vibration in the pumphouse.   

LATERAL FRAME EXTENSIONS FOR SUPPORT.

Lateral frame extensions are built off of the chassis frame rails, 

the strongest part of the truck. They put support where support 

performs best, under compartments. That’s why, even after years 

of use, Pierce® doors don’t sag. Bottom line: You can carry more, 

with more confidence. 

HIGH-STRENGTH PUMPHOUSE FRAME.

In addition to less wear and tear, the pumphouse frame prevents valve control rods from binding,            

keeps perfect alignment on the controls and prevents sagging. 

Find the tanker that’s right for your department.

Unlike some tanker manufacturers, we offer spatter painted compartment interiors using a 

hardwearing urethane/latex finish, which increases the life of the vehicle. Our state-of-the-art, 

environmentally advanced painting facility provides an extremely high level of corrosion 

protection on all tankers. For instance, all holes are drilled and components are pre-fit prior to 

the paint process, so the integrity of the painted surface is never compromised. Harnesses and 

air lines are installed after painting for faster and easier troubleshooting, if the need arises.

Choose from these popular chassis, 
available to carry the heavy load with 

single or tandem rear axles:

• Quantum®

• Velocity™

• Impel™

• Arrow XT™

• Saber®

Plus, there is a variety of 
commercial chassis available.

REAR TOW EYES.

Pierce® Tankers feature rear tow eyes that are mounted directly          

to the frame rails, protecting the body from damage.    



Strength and safety is our middle name.

The Pierce name is synonymous with performance. And with tankers having the highest 

rollover rate in fire service, performance and design are critical. Pierce constantly tests 

everything — from the body material to electrical harnesses to the chassis — to ensure 

you get a strong, safe tanker you can rely on. 

Considering how dangerous it can be getting to an emergency, Pierce is the only one that 

offers the exclusive Side Roll Protection system. Every tanker is engineered with proper 

weight distribution that maximizes braking, traction and stability. In every Pierce® unit, the 

water tank is cradled in its own assembly system and remains independent from the body 

to increase durability. And our exclusive body-mounting system with underbody supports 

increases stability, strength and extends the vehicle’s life.

Options are important, too. Pierce offers numerous body configurations to help fit your 

department’s needs. Select from various door styles, trays, shelves, brackets and tool  

boards to efficiently store and access firefighting equipment.

Pierce Pumper Tankers

Pierce® Pumper Tankers take on a dual role — water transportation and on-the-spot firefighting.

Pierce Tankers feature solid, corrosion-free polypropylene tanks you can trust. Manufactured by UPF, the tanks are  

form-fitted specifically for Pierce vehicles and come with a lifetime warranty. Choose from 2,000-, 2,500- or 3,000-gallon 

(7,600-, 9,500- or 11,400- liter) super lightweight, poly tanks.

Carrying water is one thing, but the ability to fill and empty is crucial. Pierce offers electronically controlled, pneumatic-

actuated, huge 8-12” (20.32-30.48 cm) dump chutes. Located on both the side and rear, and available with sliding 

extensions, they can be easily controlled by a single person from inside the cab.

Pierce Pumper Tankers come with many optional capabilities. For Class A or B fires, our pumpers are unique because you 

can add our Hercules™ Compressed Air Foam System or HUSKY® Foam Systems. Our exclusive Control Zone™ organized  

pump panel is ergonomically organized and logically arranged, using color-coding and standardized knobs to simplify 

operation. And, for on-the-spot firefighting, you’ll need to carry a large supply of hose and firefighting equipment. With  

the Pierce Pumper Tanker, you’ll have the room. 

No matter the Pierce Pumper Tanker you choose, you’ll have the complete, do-anything, versatile firefighting machine.

Pierce Dry-Side Tankers

For more of a water transfer — but with options  —  the Pierce® Dry-Side Tanker is what you need. It has the durability and 

performance synonymous with the Pierce Pumper and can carry from 1,500 to 4,000 gallons (5,800 to 15,200 liters) of 

water. Its corrosion-resistant poly tank is protected with superior finished aluminum side sheets that aid in mounting 

equipment. The Dry-Side Tanker can carry ladders or equipment on both sides, has numerous compartments that can  

handle up to 500 lbs. of equipment and contains storage space for much needed hose lines.

Chassis are available on all Pierce commercial and custom models (including the Side Roll Protection system and  

TAK-4® Independent Front Suspension). Pierce uses multiple rear axle locations for optimal weight distribution, and the  

tank’s flat sides help prevent rollovers. In addition, the UPF poly baffling system Pierce installs inside the tanks helps 

provide a superior ride.

The Pierce Dry-Side Tanker. Just what your department is looking for.



Pierce Elliptical Tankers

Looking for a workhorse to haul water? Look no further. Pierce® Elliptical Tankers can carry from 1,500 to 4,000 gallons  

(5,800 to 15,200 liters). The tank is formed with UPF poly material and wrapped in a polished finish or a brushed stainless. 

The water dome access ladder is rubber mounted to help absorb excess shock and prevents transference of body stress.  

And you can haul up to 500 lbs. of firefighting equipment per compartment.

Chassis are available in all Pierce custom and commercial models. There are rear axle locations for optimal weight 

distribution to help prevent rollovers. Pierce installs the UPF Poly baffling system inside the tanks for a superior and stable 

ride. The elliptical tank comes in multiple body designs to fit your department.

Because of the elliptical low center of gravity, you get a very stable ride, and its low profile fits into smaller  

fire station garage doors.

The Pierce Elliptical Tanker. Give it a workout. It can take it.

We’ve got your back.

Pierce® Tankers are easy to use and the hardest working in the industry. Quality engineering and innovative designs ensure  

on-the-scene confidence. And when you purchase a Pierce Tanker, you also get a support team and the industry’s strongest 

service and parts network working for you 24/7/365.

For help in choosing the right tanker for your department, contact your local Pierce representative  

or log onto www.piercemfg.com.


